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• FOL allows us to represent knowledge precisely (Syntax and Semantics).
However representation alone is not enough
PhD Student
• However, representation alone is not enough.
• We also need to process this knowledge and make use of it, i.e. L i l i f (R i ) Logical inference = (Reasoning). First Order Logic (FOL) Reasoning:
How to process the above axioms to know that an axiom can p be derived from another axiom.
First Order Logic (FOL)
Reasoning:
Employee (x)
PhD Student
How to process the above axioms to know that an axiom can 
Description Logics
• Description logics are a family of logics concerned with knowledge representation. representation.
• A description logic is a decidable fragment of first-order logic, associated with a set of automatic reasoning procedures. g p
• The basic constructs for a description logic are the notion of a concept and the notion of a relationship.
• Complex concept and relationship expressions can be constructed from atomic concepts and relationships with suitable constructs b t th between them.
• Example: HumanMother ⊑ Female ⊓ ∃HasChild.Person FL¯T he simplest and less expressive description logic.
FL
A more practical and expressive description logic.
The most famous description logic.
Th l i d l i OWL

SHOIN
The most expressive description logic, C bl f ti t d t b t t
DLR idf
The logic underlying OWL.
Capable of representing most database constructs.
D R idf
Description Logic Reasoners
FaCT++ FaCT++ Racer Racer Pellet Pellet
• They offer reasoning services for multiple TBoxes and ABoxes.
• They run as background reasoning engines • They run as background reasoning engines.
• They understand DIG, which is a simple protocol (based on HTTP) along with an XML Schema. along with an XML Schema.
• Example:
The DRL description logic Concepts denoted by C and arbitrary relations denoted by R, can be
built according to the following syntax respectively:
where A is an atomic concept P is an atomic relation n denotes the where A is an atomic concept, P is an atomic relation, n denotes the arity of the relations P, R, R 1 and R 2 , i denotes a component of a relationship, and k denotes a non-negative integer. Why do we need this mapping for? Why do we need this mapping for?
• Us ORM as a graphical notation for Ontology/description logic languages.
(The DL benefit from ORM)
• Reasoning on ORM schemes automatically.
(The ORM benefit from DL)
Reasoning Services
Examples of reasoning services:
-Satisfiability
To know whether a concept can be populated or not (e.g. because of )
SAT(C,T ) iff there is a model I of T with C I ≠ ∅ some axioms contradicting each other) -Subsumption
To know whether a concept is subsuming anther concept (e.g. to find unwanted or missing subsumptions) 'PhD Student' sub-type of both 'Employee' and 'Student', i.e. it is the intersection of both.
SUBS(C,
D
Contrad
The concept 'PhD Student' is not satisfiable, i.e. will never be populated, always empty. 
Studies
The frequency constraint means that: Each 'Person' must teach at least 3 and most 5 different 'Courses'.
ction
The value constraint means that: there are only two possible 'Courses', which are {'Math1', 'Prog1'}.
Contradic C
The role 'Teaches' is not satisfiable, i.e. will never be populated, always empty.
Reasoning on ORM Schemes
Teaches {Math1, Prog1}
3-5
Person Course
Studies
Schema satisfiability: A schema is satisfiable if and only if there is at least one concept in the schema that can be populated.
Weak satisfiability Weak satisfiability
Concept satisfiability: A schema is satisfiable if and only if all concepts in the schema can be populated.
Role satisfiability: A schema is satisfiable if and only if all roles in the schema can be populated.
Strong satisfiability Strong satisfiability
Concept satisfiability implies schema satiability.
Role satisfiability implies concept satiability. An ontology (in whatever language it is specified) should capture not only the extrinsic, but most of the Intrinsic characteristics, while a data schema can have only the extrinsic schema can have only the extrinsic.
The important thing is what we model, not how we model.
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